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Preface

tion. The newly rewritten guide contained new techniques we were
using as well as being better organized for the way we were teaching.

Our project to produce a new and comprehensive book on carbon
transfer raises some obvious questions. What new and useful information could be written about a photographic process over 150 years old?
Why not simply republish Sandy’s The Book of Carbon and Carbro? What
could be new in the fifteen years since the previous publication? We
hope the answers to these questions will illuminate our desire to write
this new book as well as the style and organization of the material
within.

Over time our methods improved and simplified, but advances in technology also had an influence. In particular, digital negatives became a
standard part of the process for most printers. In addition to expanding the information on the use of digital negatives, it also made sense
to organize the core of the book around the single transfer process with
separate chapters on double transfer, color, and carbro which build
upon that core.
Another motivating influence for writing this book was the printers
who have participated in the carbon printing Yahoo group established
in 2009. Surprisingly, with an artistic tradition over 150 years old,
printers are still finding new ways to simplify the process and solve
problems. Over the past seven years, the participants in the group have
shared a wide variety of new techniques and variations on almost every
aspect of the carbon process. We wanted to present some of the more
established improvements, not only to simplify printing in carbon, but
to also help printers better understand the principles that underlie the
process.

At its foundation, carbon is a relatively simple process with a long
history and strong kinship to the family of processes (gum, fresson, gumoil, collotype, woodbury type, photogravure) founded upon Ponton’s
1839 discovery. In addition, the fundamental materials and techniques
of carbon have remained the same since Swan introduced the transfer
technique in 1864.
The resurgence of handmade processes, and the internet have given
printmakers unparalleled access to historic and contemporary information. Classic texts, once only available in the stacks of academic libraries, can now be downloaded free of charge from Google Books. Answers to questions are often just a Facebook post away. YouTube videos
make the nuances of key processes and techniques visible.

Lastly, we wanted to provide the material in formats that make it simpler for printers to obtain the book and apply its techniques. For example, you may be reading this as an e-book. This has made it simpler to
publish the book with richer content that includes more photo illustrations, galleries of prints, and links to resources that provide a deeper
dive into key techniques.

Yet carbon still has a reputation for being difficult and inaccessible
compared to other handmade processes. Some of this reputation is
deserved. At times, carbon can seem as temperamental as it is beautiful. There was a desire to see The Book of Carbon and Carbro back in print
and we were eager to help make the process easier to learn and understand based on our combined experiences since the previous publication.

We think the new book is a great leap forward built from a number
of small steps, and well worth our efforts. Many of these steps we owe
to the members of the carbon printing community who have been so
open in sharing their experiences. We hope you enjoy learning from
this book as much as we did producing it.

In 2015 we worked to produce a book on carbon printing for Chinese
readers published by Zhejiang Photograhic Publishing Company. In
addition to galleries of prints by contemporary carbon printers, this
book contained a newly written process guide and historical introduc-
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Introduction

and newspapers, face the same fate, as libraries are becoming “bookless” and information about events is obtained with computers, cell
phones and tablets rather than in newspapers and books.

The Love of Craft

But in spite of the digital revolution there is a current revival in experimental and antiquated printing processes, as seen in the work of
contemporary carbon printers and other handcrafted processes. What
is the explanation for this phenomenon?

The publication of a comprehensive guide to a 19th century photographic process in the digital age brings the importance of craft
to the forefront. Does craft in photography still matter in an age in
which photography is often a commodity and images are cheaply mass
produced or never leave the digital realm? What is the value of bringing great skill and care to the making of photographs by hand? Why
should we, and our cultural institutions, nurture the spirit of craftsmanship, and the knowledge it entails?

There is no single factor that explains the current renaissance of the
handcrafted print. The reasons are complicated and must be understood not only within the context of the background and cultural competence of individual practitioners, but also taking into consideration a
number of historical factors about the nature of photography. Important factors that much be considered are: 1) the experimental nature of
photography itself, which has resulted in a plethora of light-sensitive
processes; 2) a desire to differentiate one’s work from that of others,
and 3) a general malaise with the popular obsession with digital imagery, which in the modern culture values the new, the latest, the notorious, and the trending, at the expense of the true skills of craftsmanship
and knowledge.

Carbon transfer was first used around 1865, in the very early days of
the birth of photography. Photography is widely accepted today in
major museums as an artistic activity, even though its tools, modern
photo-optical and photo-mechanical devices, are not normally associated with hand-crafted art.
This has not always been so. In the early days of photography’s history
those who practiced the craft were intimately involved with the actual
crafting of the image, from the coating of plates used as negatives, in
exposing and developing the negative, in hand-coating of papers, and
in making the final print. This intense level of involvement in crafting
the image is almost unimaginable in today’s world of digital photography, where the image is captured in a digital camera on a sensor, manipulated on a computer monitor, and then printed with some type of
digital device. Or perhaps not printed at all, but shared as a digital file
with friends and relatives, or on image sharing sites such as Instagram,
Flickr, and Shutterfly.

One of the fascinating realities of photography is that it is a medium
that allows almost infinite experimentation. The founders of photography themselves differed on what it is. Talbot calling it “photogenic
drawing”, while Niépce called it “heliography.” Even today we are
constantly reminded of the ambiguities regarding the nature of the
medium, to the extent that the only thing about which we might agree
in absolute terms about photography is that a photograph results from
the activity of light on a specific substance. The result of this ambiguity is that photography, whatever it is, has metamorphosed into a
multiplicity of manifestations in physical terms: silver metal prints on
paper, copper, glass, etchings on copper that are inked and transferred
to paper, prints comprised of gold, platinum, palladium or uranium,
prints on glass, metal or paper comprised of pigment and colloids such
a gum Arabic and gelatin.

The digital revolution has quickly changed the landscape of photography and made analog photography virtually obsolete. Digital cameras,
including mobile devices, have in a relatively short period of time,
replaced film cameras, and the majority of printmaking is done with
machine rather than by hand. Other cultural icons, including books
v
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may seem like a lot of work, but the activity itself can be highly satisfying if successful. The handcrafted print consequently offers much
greater opportunity for incremental improvement through small steps
in individual customizations, and of small discoveries. These discoveries invariably lead to visual expressions that reflect the uniqueness of
the individuals who made them. It is this spirit of discovery through
the act of incremental discoveries that we hope to capture and present
in this book on carbon printing.

Our culture’s obsession with digital photographic technology began in
1982 when Sony showed the first digital camera. This served to engender a counter reaction that emphasizes the hand-made and the primitive for their very physicality. It is generally understood that digital
imagery removes the last vestige of the “rhetoric of truth” that once
belonged to photography, a rhetoric that had already been stripped
bare by notorious image manipulators past and present, including
Oscar Rejlander, Henry Peach Robinson and Jerry Uelsmann. However, an even more serious result of digital is that it privileges those
qualities of the image that do not depend on the physical print (graphic arrangement, emotive elements, and the disposition of tonal values)
at the expense of those that do. In short, the digital image is stripped
of the syntax of a print to the point where we can no longer see and
appreciate certain qualities that were in the past considered important
to a photograph as an object and work of art (texture, sheen, relief).
The contributors to this book of hand-made photographs assert the
continuing importance of the photograph as a physical thing.

The Revival of Carbon in the Modern Era
The integration of the printer’s skill and aesthetic judgment into the
final print is as pronounced in carbon as any other handmade process.
The materials and principles of the process are simple. Gelatin, pigment, sugar, and dichromate are the fundamentals. From there, the
possibilities are endless. The images presented in this book are just a
few constellations in the universe of possibility. However, beyond sheer
imagination, the carbon printer must also master the nuances of crafting a few simple materials to realize that vision. The very qualities that
make carbon so revered are also those that drove it to near extinction.

There are two aspects of handcrafted printing that some find highly
compelling. First, the practice of these processes places a high demand on patience, which is a healthy antidote to the frantic pace of
our digitized culture. Second, and perhaps most importantly, we value
the process of making a print as more important than the end product
itself. It is a hand-on approach where care and execution play a much
higher role in the perception of final success and personal satisfaction
than in other forms of printing that give more instant gratification, but
with a satisfaction that is more transitory, and sometimes illusory.

During the entire period of its history, when it coexisted with other
commercial processes such as albumen, platinum, and silver gelatin,
carbon was considered the aristocrat of printing processes. Carbon
prints were costlier than those produced by other processes; about
twice as expensive as platinum and three to five times as much as silver.
As commercial processes, the superior qualities of carbon were not
able to overcome the economic pressure from simpler and less expensive processes.

We believe the popularity of hand crafted photographic processes has
increased in recent years because the mechanized nature of digital
printing has left many photographers detached and unfulfilled. The
contemporary laser and inkjet printers are capable of producing prints
of exceptional beauty, but with a lack of physical labor, or hands-on
activities. In the traditional darkroom, or in the present dim-room
where carbon printers work, making a print requires a high level of
individual problem solving. The many steps involved in making a print

Thus, carbon printing all but disappeared and then was revived as a
part of the alternative process movement beginning in the early 1970s.
Attracted by its unique aesthetic, unmatched archival quality, and
creative flexibility, artists researched the historic materials and methods
and began adapting them to their own materials, tools and techniques.
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In spite of the contemporary revival of historical printing processes,
carbon has attracted fewer practitioners than gum bichromate, plat-

inum/palladium, and other alternative processes, perhaps because it
has been considered by some people to be too difficult. The reality is
that, in spite of a steep learning curve, the carbon process is a rather
straight-forward craft. Once learned, carbon offers a range of possibilities difficult to duplicate with any other photographic printing process.

as carbon printers are more free and encouraged to experiment with
pigments, tissue formulations, and supports. The production of handmade materials in small batches, while labor intensive, lends itself to
creative experimentation.
Long gone are the days when carbon materials could be purchased off
the shelf and Autotype tissues could be had in dozens of colors. However, because carbon printers must use the fundamental techniques and
adopt a fully artisanal approach to the craft, carbon printers are exploiting the aesthetic qualities of the carbon more than at any point in
it’s history. In addition to being a ready guide to well established techniques of a process 150 years old, this book seeks to inspire printers
with the spirit of experimentation and empower them with the skills to
adapt carbon to their own artistic vision.

The techniques that are used by today’s carbon printers date back to
the very early days of the second half of the 19th century. There are
many dedicated workers who continue to make carbon prints with
purely analog methods, with film negatives made in large view cameras. But many others, while fully embracing past practice, have adopted
modern technological innovations, including the use of digital image
manipulation software and printers that produce digital negatives. Because digital negatives may be sourced from either digital cameras, or
from scanned film negatives, we believe that digital negatives increase
the range of creative possibilities of carbon printing.
This artisanal approach, combined with new technology, is a return to
carbon printing’s roots when it was more of an experimental than a
commercial process. The revival opens up new avenues of expression

vii

Ramen. Andrew O’Neill
“I used Royal India Ink, with a
touch of Venetian Red, and Burnt
Umber for a very subtle warm tone.
The image was transferred onto
Stonehenge paper that was sized
with a Colours matte acrylic polymer that I pick up from my local art
store, Colours. The matte look helps
emphasize the dark areas and texture of the image. A 2% sensitizer

(diluted with acetone 1+1), and
an increase in exposure of about
3% was given to slightly increase
the relief, making the texture
more real.”
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A Brief History of Carbon
Printing
Ponton’s Discovery to the Alternative Process Revival

T

A Brief History of Carbon Printing

he early interest in the carbon process grew out of the public
concern with the major flaw of early salted paper prints - their
tendency to fade. A. M. Marton’s 1905 manual A New Treatise
on the Modern Methods of Carbon Printing, put archival permanence at the
forefront. In his preface, Marton observes,
“It is a sad fact, but an undeniable truth, that to be confronted with a faded and yellow photograph, (which is getting to
be a matter of frequent occurrence), is a source of great mortification to the photographer whose name is associated with
or appears on the mount of such a picture.
If we look at the work of leading professionals of today we
find that the pictures they stake their reputation on, are all
printed in carbon.”
Sèvres, The Seine at Meudon. Alphonse-Louis Poitevin. 1855 - 1860. Carbon Print

However, decades before carbon came into its own as a printing method, research began in the nineteenth century with observations of the
effects of dichromate salts on colloids (gelatin, gum, albumen, casein,
fish glue, etc.), when exposed to light. In 1839 the Scottish scientist
Mungo Ponton observed the light sensitivity of paper treated with dichromates. Ponton did not mix the dichromate or treat the paper with
gelatin or other colloid. However, in 1840 the French scientist Alexandre-Edmond Becquerel repeated Ponton’s experiment and noted that
the internal colloid sizing of Ponton’s paper played a role in the effect.
In 1852 Henry Fox Talbot also observed that dichromated colloids
exposed to light became insoluble, and included his discovery as part
of his patent of photoglyphic engraving.

reproduction. Poitevin was awarded the gold medals by the Duc de
Luynes in both categories for his discovery of the carbon and collotype
processes.
In his process, Poitevin mixed a carbon pigment into a mixture of dissolved gelatin and potassium dichromate. This mixture was applied to
a sheet of paper, which was then exposed to light through a negative.
The exposed sheet was then developed in warm water. The water dissolved the unexposed gelatin, leaving behind the exposed and insoluble
gelatin to form a positive image

The first application of these discoveries in a pigment printing process
is credited to Alphonse-Louise Poitevin, a noted French chemist. As
such, Poitevin is regarded as the inventor of carbon printing.

Poitevin’s discoveries, patented in 1859 and based on earlier research
by Ponton and Becquerel, are at the heart of all subsequent methods
of pigment printing, hand and mechanical. They form the theoretical
base for carbon transfer, direct carbon (Artigue, Fresson, etc.), and gum
bichromate. Collotype, a technique for printing with lithographic ink
from photographically prepared colloidal surfaces, is almost identical

In 1856 a noted French agronomist, Honor d’Albert, Duc de Luynes,
a member of the Societé Française de Photographie, established two
awards: one to be given for the discovery of a permanent method of
chemical printing; the other for a superior method of photomechanical
2
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to the oil and bromoil transfer printing methods made famous by the
great French pictorialist Robert Demachy in the early 1900s.

considerable pressure is required for this transfer to take place, an etching press is necessary to produce large prints.

All pigment processes depend upon the fact that colloids (gelatin, gum,
albumen, casein, fish glue, etc.), when applied to a suitable support,
sensitized with a dichromate salt (commonly ammonium or potassium
dichromate), and activated by exposure to light (or through the chemical bleaching of a silver print), change their physical characteristics in
proportion to the intensity of the chemical or light.

The powder process works because tanned or hardened gelatin loses
it surface tackiness. Powder dusted over the surface of the colloid will
adhere only to those areas where the light has not acted to harden the
gelatin.
Photogravure and Woodburytype are two other pigment processes
that use a colloidal relief to define a printed image. However, they fall
somewhat outside the classifications defined above.

This process, called tanning or hardening, produces three principal
changes in the colloid:
•
•
•

Photogravure uses a gelatin relief developed on a copper plate as a
resist to etching baths that etch the image into the copper plate in proportion to the amount of gelatin resist on the plate surface. Here the
process relies on the insolubility of the gelatin and its reduced absorption to provide the etching resist. Once the plate is etched, the carbon
relief is removed and discarded and the plate is inked and run through
an etching press.

it becomes insoluble
it loses its surface tackiness
it loses its ability to absorb water and swell

Although there are quite literally dozens of variations on this theme,
there are but two major classes of pigment processes:

In the Woodburytype process, a developed gelatin relief is hardened
and mechanically forced onto a plate of material, such as a lead sheet,
at very high pressure. Through the application of pressure, the gelatin
relief is transferred to the sheet of material. This negative relief is then
filled with pigmented gelatin, which is subsequently transferred to a
final paper support to create the image.

1. Those that produce as the final image a pigmented colloidal relief
2. Those that produce unpigmented reliefs to which inks or powders
must be applied
In the first instance, a colloid is pigmented and a relief image is produced by washing away the soluble gelatin in hot water; carbon transfer, carbro, direct carbon, and gum bichromate are processes supported
by this procedure. In the second case, the relief is unpigmented, and
must be inked with a brush or roller, or dusted over with powder, to
produce a final image. Processes which follow this model are oil, bromoil, and the powder processes.

In both photogravure and Woodburytype, the gelatin relief is an incidental means to produce a final relief to which a pigmented material is
applied. In more modern methods, such as photopolymer gravure, the
gelatin relief has been replaced by other photosensitive materials.

Oil and bromoil work on the principle that oil-based inks will adhere
to hardened gelatin (those areas rendered insoluble), but are repelled
by the soluble gelatin in the highlights of the print. In oil and bromoil
transfer, the ink is then transferred to a final paper support. Because

Refinement of the Carbon Process
Pigment prints made according to Poitevin’s original discoveries suffered from one major shortcoming: they lacked half-tones. The result
was an image of high contrast, short tonal range, and lacking detail.
3
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Laborde, who had been conducting experiments in a related field,
reasoned correctly that the colloid-pigment layer was rendered insoluble beginning from the outer surface and working its way downward
as exposure increased, only reaching the surface of the paper in the
print’s shadows. In the half-tones a layer of soluble colloid was left
beneath the image, which would wash away during hot water development. When this layer washed away the halftones would be undercut
and lost.
Once the problem was understood, the solution seemed obvious:
expose the pigmented colloid coating from the back so that the hardening action would begin at the point of contact with the paper surface.
During 1858-59, experiments along these lines were carried out by
Joseph W. Swan, C. J. Burnett, and William Blair. Burnett and Blair,
who applied a pigmented gelatin coating to a paper support, succeeded
in producing half-tones, but their method of exposing from the rear
required long exposure times, and degraded image sharpness, both
resulting from the texture of the paper and the diffusion of the light
passing through the paper. Another solution envisioned was the transfer of the sensitized and exposed colloid-pigment layer from its original
support to another surface, with the original outer surface now on the
bottom, allowing the developing action to begin on the soluble gelatin
of the inner surface.
Fargier was the first to conduct experiments along these lines. He coated a plate of glass with a pigmented gelatin solution that, after drying,
was exposed to light through a negative. Following exposure, he placed
the exposed gelatin-pigment surface in contact with a sheet of paper
covered with a layer of hardened gelatin. After a few minutes in hot
water, the inner surface of soluble gelatin would separate from the glass
and the development of the image, now firmly attached to the paper
support, could continue.

Close, No. 29 Gallowgate. Thomas Annan. 1868 – 1877. Carbon print

At first, the reason for this problem was misunderstood, and attempts
to remedy the situation focused on the utilization of coloring matter of
an extremely fine nature. The real cause for the loss of half-tones was
explained by the Abbé Laborde in 1858.

This procedure worked in practice, but yielded a reversed print. Any
text in the image was mirror-imaged, which caused concern for the
print viewer. Fargier also experimented with a transfer procedure in
which the exposed gelatin was coated with a thick layer of collodion;
4
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Advertisement for Autotype
carbon printing tissue

when the collodion dried the pigmented gelatin was placed in hot water, where it soon separated from its glass support. However, the fragility of the gelatin-collodion combination made the process extremely
difficult to manipulate, thus limiting its use to the production of very
small photographs.
A breakthrough, and a process that resembles current carbon printing
methods, came in 1864 when Swan received patents for the manufacture of carbon tissue as well as for a modification of the transfer procedure. Another innovation was Swan’s addition of sugar to the tissue as
a plasticizer, which rendered his carbon tissue flexible and aided in the
penetration of the dichromate sensitizer. Sugar is still a key ingredient
in tissues made today.

Adolphe Braun. Musée du Louvre, Bosio. 1866. Carbon print

Unlike Fargier, Swan used a paper support that was coated on one side
with a pigmented-gelatin solution. After sensitization and exposure,
this carbon tissue was transferred to a temporary support for development. After drying, the resulting pigment image was then transferred
to its final paper support by a second wet process. This double transfer,
from the tissue to the temporary support and from the temporary sup5
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port to the final support, also had the effect of correcting the horizontal orientation of the image for a final print in which the image was not
mirrored and lettering in the print was once again right reading.

negative, a condition that in an era of decreasing camera size came to
be perceived as a major drawback.
Thomas Manly’s Ozobrome process, introduced in 1905, solved the
problem of enlargement, and at the same time provided a much easier
method of exposure control. Based on a finding by A. Marion, Manly
had marketed in 1899 a process called Ozotype. Ozobrome, however,
is quite different and had its origin in the discovery made by E. Howard Farmer in 1889 that dichromate salts, in the presence of gelatin,

The term “tissue” is still used today to describe the combination of the
pigmented gelatin and the support which carries it from sensitization
through the first transfer. The term “tissue” probably came into use to
describe the disposable nature of the carrier material once used, but
the name is somewhat misleading since it does not resemble a thin delicate tissue paper. Pigmented gelatin can be coated on a wide variety of
materials, including paper as well as durable and reusable polypropylene Yupo sheets.
Swan began marketing carbon materials in 1866, offering his readymade tissue in three colors: black, sepia and purple-brown. In 1868
Swan sold his patent to John Robert Johnson and Ernest Edwards who
formed the Autotype Company. In the years that followed, Autotype
continued research and development into the carbon process and manufactured carbon printing tissue in a wide variety of colors. Autotype
was also the dominant manufacturer of pigmented gelatin tissue for
photogravure until it was discontinued in 2009.

Carbon as a Commercial and Fine Art
Process
The greatest initial use of the carbon process was to make reproductions of paintings and drawings by the Old Masters. This was the
specialty of Adolphe Braun of Alsace, who in the 1870s operated a
huge carbon printing service with a daily output of some 1500 prints.
Carbon was the preferred process of the top echelon of commercial
photographers, especially in France and Great Britain, where most
considered it the aristocrat of all printing processes.
Because sensitized gelatin is far less sensitive than silver salts, carbon
tissue must be exposed by contact printing with a bright UV source. In
practice, this limits the size of the final print to the dimensions of the

Richard Miller. Ed Weston Leaning Against Wood Plank
Wall. 1945. Carbro print
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are reduced when placed in contact with silver, causing the gelatin to
be rendered insoluble.
Ozobrome offered significant working advantages over carbon, primarily in eliminating the need for a large negative. In this process a silver
bromide print is used to chemically activate the pigmented gelatin.
In 1919 H. F. Farmer improved the process, and it was marketed by
the Autotype Company of London as Carbro (CARbon + BROmide),
a name that aptly conveys its hybrid origin. The differences between
carbon and carbro are entirely in the development procedures, and the
appearance of finished prints made with the two processes is in every
way indistinguishable.

Color Carbon
Because of the flexibility in pigment selection and the ability to layer
multiple transfers onto a final support, carbon has always been capable
of producing full color tricolor and prints with subtractive CYM processes. However, because of the need for enlargements from separation
negatives and the complexity and precision of the materials required,
color carbon only came into wide use with the development of carbro.
Carbro became the premier color printing system in the 1920s and
1930s, and materials for its use were widely marketed as late as the
early 1950s. However, as a result of competition from the dye transfer
process, the market for carbro materials disappeared in the 1950s, and
by the end of the decade most of the major suppliers had abandoned
the process. An exception was Hanfstaengl of Germany, a company
that produced small quantities of carbon tissue and transfer papers for
monochrome and three-color work as late as the 1980s.
Color carbon saw a brief revival in the 1990s with the UltraStable
Color System invented and developed by Charles Berger. UltraStable was a CYMK process that was unique in using a diazo sensitizer
instead of dichromate. Used in high-end fine art printing, UltraStable
ceased production as a commercial product in 1999. However, some of
the techniques and materials have been carried on by its early practi-

Julia Margaret Cameron. Pray God Bring Father Safely Home.
1910. Carbon print.

tioners, including Tod Gangler of Seattle Washington. For more information on the history of color carbon processes and it’s brief revival in
the 1980s and 1990’s see the chapter on color carbon.

Artists Working in Carbon
Notable artists with work printed in carbon or carbo include, Adolphe
Braun, Julia Margaret Cameron, Thomas Annan, William J. Stillman,
Paul Outerbridge, Man Ray and Sarah Moon. In many instances these
7
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processes, whose image characteristics are closely linked to the inherent characteristics of the process, (i.e., the softness of gum, the limited
color range of platinum, the surface qualities of silver, etc.), carbon is
capable of presenting images with a wide range of image characteristics, of virtually any color or tone, and on a wide variety of surfaces.
Carbon prints can be made to look virtually indistinguishable from
silver gelatin prints. In fact, some early commercial carbon tissues were
designed to mimic the look of silver prints. However, what attracts
most contemporary carbon printers to the craft is the ability to manipulate a range of aesthetic qualities and variables unavailable in other
processes. This creative freedom is enhanced by the necessity for most
carbon printers to manufacture their own printing tissue and prepare
their own final supports as this process lends itself to individual experimentation and expression.

Pigments
Because carbon tissue can be manufactured with virtually any pigment,
carbon prints can be made in a wide variety of colors. The Autotype
Company once supplied carbon tissue in over 32 different colors, not
counting duotone and three-color papers. The hand manufacture of
carbon tissue makes it possible to produce images in literally any color
imaginable. Pigment choices can range from simple carbon black
pigment in india ink to exotic and experimental handmade pigments.
Tissues for color carbon prints can also made for tricolor and CYMK
based processes.

Natives. Frank Meadow Sutcliffe. 1895. Carbon print

works are editions of images that were printed for the artist and were
also printed in other processes. For example, Thomas Annan’s series
Glasgow Streets and Closes was originally printed in albumen editions and later in carbon and photogravure. As mentioned previously,
Adolphe Braun largely based his business on carbon reproductions of
classic art and antiquities.
Some notable exceptions include Paul Outerbridge and Richard C.
Miller. Both produced color carbo prints from their own negatives in
the 1930s and 40s. Outerbridge’s carbros included commercial work in
addition to his more avant garde work. Richard C. Miller is known for
his images of actors and his work in Hollywood.

Choice of Final Support
There is an almost unlimited choice of final supports because carbon
and carbro images can be transferred to any suitably prepared surface:
watercolor papers, fixed out photographic papers, canvas, even glass.
Surface preparation of the final support merely involves coating with a
layer of hardened gelatin to receive the print.

Aesthetic Qualities of Carbon Prints
There is no “superior” printing process. However, in versatility and
range of possibilities, carbon is a superb process. Unlike all other
8
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[Alpine Landscape]. Adolphe Braun. 1865 – 1870. Carbon print

a thick build-up of pigmented gelatin in the shadows, the valleys consisting of the paper base of the highlights.

Relief
Carbon prints have a discernible relief that gives them a unique dimensional quality, especially prominent when the photograph is held at
a slant to the light. Relief is effected by two qualities the carbon printer
can take advantage of: dimensional relief and gloss differential.

Exaggerated when the print is freshly developed and the gelatin is relatively swollen, dimensional relief is a unique and delightful sight to see.
This quality lessens as the print dries. When the image is transferred to
a smooth surface, such as glossy photo paper or glass, enough dimensional relief remains after drying to be seen, and even felt. Even on less
smooth surfaces a carbon print with high relief will have often have enhanced edge acutance and sharpness, particularly in areas where there
are sharp transitions in contrast between shadows and highlights.

The tonalities of a carbon print are formed by varying thicknesses of
pigmented gelatin left on the surface after development. This physical
relief of a carbon print is a hill-and-valley pattern, the hills formed by
9
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Carbon printers can also exploit the difference in gloss between the
pigmented gelatin that forms the print and the surface of the final support. Different pigments and additives can be used to change the gloss
of the gelatin that forms the image. For example, carbon black pigment
typically renders deep blacks and a glossy finish, while bone black and
other paint pigments render a more shallow black with a matte finish. Similarly, varying amounts of gelatin sizing on watercolor papers,
additives, and supplemental coatings of albumen sizing can enhance or
reduce gloss, as can the use of hard and smooth final supports, such as
glossy photo paper and white aluminum.
The image contrast and the dimensional quality is enhanced in prints
that have a juxtaposition of glossy shadows and matte highlights, or
vice versa.

Tonal Range
Carbon has a long tonal scale and excellent straight-line characteristics. These qualities allow the use of fully detailed negatives with long
density ranges. This results in an even distribution of tones from the
highest lights to the deepest shadows. The shadows of carbon prints
are unmatched by any other photographic process. The separation is
outstanding and the maximum reflective density, the Dmax, can be as
great as that of silver bromide papers.

Sharpness and Acutance
Carbon is sharper than most other historical processes with a high
degree of acutance enhanced by the surface relief of the pigmented gelatin. Indeed, because of their discernible relief, carbon images
that have been transferred to smooth surfaces often have even greater
apparent sharpness than silver or inkjet prints. Images of high detail,
and those that exhibit generous amounts of micro-contrast, exploit the
unique qualities of carbon best.

Close No. 18 Saltmarket. Thomas Annan. Carbon print

Archival Quality
The archival qualities of carbon prints are unmatched. When suitable
pigments are used, the stability of carbon is limited only by the gelatin
carrier and its paper base, making it the most stable of all photographic processes. The hardened pigmented gelatin is not affected by water,
10
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air and resists abrasion as it is extremely hard and impermeable to
liquids.

preparing one’s own materials and making prints with these extraordinary processes.

Collectors should be aware that carbon prints are far less common on
the antiquities market than silver prints and, because they are capable
of the same degree of detail, are sometimes difficult to identify. Characteristics which help in their identification include: unusual colors, visible pigment particles (especially in highlights), glossy shadows contrasting with matte highlights, and discernible relief. Gelatin crazing, which
resembles the surface cracking of tempera paintings, is sometimes seen
in very old carbon prints - particularly where the print has been flexed.

Working in Carbon
When compared with other historic and alternative printing processes,
the carbon process does have some disadvantages. It is a complicated process that requires great attention to detail and proper working
conditions. The sensitivity of carbon tissue is affected by a variety of
factors: the temperature and the humidity of the working environment,
quality of the sensitizer, age of the pigmented tissue, and the type of
light used for exposing the tissue.
Like most other historic processes, the sensitivity of dichromated colloids limits the carbon process to contact printing, which means that
the dimension of the print is limited by the size of the negative. In the
past, a large or ultra large format in-camera negative for carbon, or the
use of an enlarged silver bromide “printer” for carbro printing, were
required. With the advent of digital negatives, obtaining a large high
quality negative from a digital file or scan of a small format film negative has become much simpler.
The preparation of carbon printing materials requires a significant
skill and investment of time. Besides the creative freedom this affords,
carbon materials are relatively inexpensive compared to other processes such as platinum/palladium. This is especially true for larger prints.
The incremental cost for larger prints is very small as it only requires
more material made of inexpensive ingredients such as pigment, gelatin and sugar. There is also significant enjoyment to be derived from
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Memories 01. Javier De Reparaz
“This is a 50×60 cm single transfer print on cardboard Canson ‘Mi-Teintes’, colour indigo blue. To display the image I use white
pigment titanium oxide from the mark Sennelier(France). It belongs to the series: “The trees of my childhood are white”. I like
the sharpness that carbon produces”
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Getting Started
How to Use this Book, be Safe, and Avoid
Common Pitfalls
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For Beginning Carbon Printers

f you are a veteran carbon printer, you should feel comfortable
jumping around this book to topics of special interest. For new
carbon printers, there is a path through the working procedures
that will be the most helpful in getting you to your first prints. Below is
some advice on how to use this book as well as some recommendations
for new carbon printers that should help you avoid common pitfalls.

Throughout this book we present a variety of options for printing
tissue, final supports, tools, and processes. For the beginning printer,
navigating these choices can be difficult for lack of experience. Even
more importantly, they can introduce unexpected variables that make
successful printing and troubleshooting problems difficult. Much of the
success in printing and in troubleshooting failures is based on the ability to limit the number of variables and points of failure. With that in
mind, here are a few recommendations for beginning carbon printers.
In the beginning, simplicity is key.

How to Use this Book
As a comprehensive working guide to carbon transfer, this book aims to
provide the beginning carbon printer with a clear understanding of the
fundamentals and a straightforward path to success, and to document
variations and special techniques that are of interest to more experienced printers. Accordingly, keep a few things in mind when using this
book:

1. Start out making single transfer prints even if you eventually intend
to make double transfer. You’ll master the core skills more easily
and most everything you learn will apply to your double transfer
work. The skills for double transfer will be much easier to learn
once you have a solid foundation in single transfer.
2. You can buy ready made tissue from Bostick and Sullivan (see the
appendix on suppliers). However, don’t be intimidated by making
your own tissue. We highly recommend that you start out with
homemade tissue. Bostick and Sullivan tissue is much thinner and
performs differently. Prints will show much less relief and soak
times for mating tissue and support are much shorter. Making your
own tissue is easier than you think, you will want to do it if you
have more than a passing interest in carbon, and you will feel more
mastery of the craft.
3. For making tissue, start out with a standard formula for pigmented
gelatin and pigment as shown in the chapter on manufacturing materials. It’s simple and less likely to introduce unexpected problems.
The properties of pigments, in particular, can vary widely and
introduce unexpected problems that are difficult to troubleshoot
when you first start out. Used as a pigment, India Ink, without
added shellac, will give you a true carbon black image with deep
intense blacks and it mixes well and disperses easily.
4. The standard gelatin and sugar concentrations work well for most
environments. Avoid adding extra ingredients to your pigmented
gelatin until you have a known reason to do so. Perfect prints can
be made with pigmented gelatin that contains just gelatin, sugar,

1. If you are new to carbon printing, read the recommendations for
beginning carbon printers below and the Process Overview chapter first. Then review the chapter on Equipment, Materials, and
Supplies. Once you have read these sections, you should be able
to move to the chapter on Materials Manufacture with enough
knowledge to start making some decisions about making tissue and
preparing final supports. It’s also worth reviewing the chapter on
single transfer to get a look at how you will be using the equipment
you will need.
2. This book presents single transfer printing as the basic carbon
transfer process followed by double transfer, carbro and color
carbon as variations that build upon the single transfer workflow.
New carbon printers should work through the single transfer process even if your eventual goal is double transfer or another more
advanced technique.
3. The sections on materials, equipment, and supplies are designed to
help you plan everything you need for single transfer. Special supplies and equipment for double transfer, carbro, and color printing
are covered in their respective chapters.
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water, and pigment. Adding extra ingredients from the start will
only complicate the process and make troubleshooting more difficult.

5. Avoid using gelatin coated art paper as your first final support.
Start out using “fixed out” photo paper or a synthetic support such
as Yupo. Art paper can be very temperamental and its behavior
can vary widely based on the specifics of how you coat the paper
and harden the sizing. Fixed out photo paper, on the other hand,
is very consistent and reliable and is much less prone to common
problems such as frilling and blistering. Every printer should at
least try photo papers for their aesthetic qualities as they show very
pronounced relief, particularly glossy papers. Even experienced
printers who prefer to print on art paper will keep photo papers on
hand for troubleshooting. When troubleshooting problems, you will
hear experienced printers ask each other, “Have you tried printing
it on photo paper?”
By following these recommendations when you begin printing, you can
keep the number of variables at a minimum and when you do have
problems they’ll be easier to diagnose. In addition, it’s the best way to
keep your process as simple as possible and make printing easier in the
long run.

Safety
While all materials used in photography and printmaking should be
handled with caution, most of the materials and ingredients used in
carbon printing are not hazardous. The most common exceptions are
dichromate used to sensitize carbon printing tissue and formalin used
to harden gelatin sizing.

The Propylaia to the Acropolis, Athens. Braun, Clément & Cie (French,
1889 - 1910). negative 1869; print about 1890. Carbon print.
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These compounds, like all chromium(VI) compounds, are highly toxic
and potentially fatal if ingested or inhaled. They are also known carcinogens and strong irritants. When mixing dichromate solutions from
powders, great care should be taken to avoid inhalation of dichromate
dust. When handing powders or mixed dichromate solutions, gloves
should be worn to avoid direct contact with the skin. Wearing of gloves
should also be practiced when mating tissue and supports and during
development when dichromate will dissolve into the water in mating
and development trays. Most of all, great care should be taken avoid
any ingestion of dichromate. Dichromate solutions should be used

Getting Started

away from food or any area when they may accidentally be ingested.
Containers of dichromate solutions should always be clearly labeled as
poison. The orange color of dichromate solutions makes minor spills
and stray drops easy to spot, but also makes the solutions resemble an
orange beverage. For more information, see Appendix B on the safe
and responsible use of dichromates.
Formalin, which is often used for hardening the sizing on single transfer supports, emits fumes which are toxic and can be highly irritating.
We recommend that solutions that contain formalin only be used outside or in very well ventilated environments. The same apples to drying
materials that contain formalin.
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Alders, Oregon Coast. Jim Fitzgerald
“This is a single transfer carbon on Varycon fiber mat paper. The pigments I use are custom
blended, Black Cat India Ink, Lamp Black and
Raw Umber hand poured tissue. These trees
were bathed in late afternoon light right in my
campsite. Using my 1890’s Darlot soft focus
lens I feel I captured the mood of this image.
Finding the proper balance for this image was
important. The dead mat paper helps with this
style of image.”

Treetops Maui. Jon Goodman
“This print is made from a film negative scanned using a Leaf scanner and
edited with Photoshop. The tissue I
make is either 10% or 8% gelatin with
slightly more sugar than the standard.
I make my own lampblack watercolor
pigment dispersion in a gum Arabic
base finely ground on a 3 roll mill
that I use for other work. The pigment concentration is approximately
8 grams per liter. The final support is
Somerset Satin white or soft white or
Rives BFK that I have sized with a 4%
gelatin + albumen solution and hardened with Formalin. Once processed,
the back side of the prints are sized
with methyl cellulose to counter the
curl of the paper. As a final finishing
step, the carbon prints are varnished
with a light picture varnish to add
depth to the image.”

3
Process Overview
The Basic Steps to Transform Pigmented Gelatin
Into a Print
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arbon transfer is a contact printing process that produces an
image formed by a layer of hardened, pigmented gelatin on a
surface which is usually paper. The surface on which the image
is printed is generically referred to as the “support” because carbon
images can be printed on a variety of surfaces such as glass, metal,
and synthetic paper sheets, in addition to a variety of types of natural
paper.
The process has traditionally gone by the name “carbon” because the
original and most common pigment was carbon black which is manufactured from carbon soot. However, in practice, a wide variety of
pigments are used. Accordingly, the process could be more accurately
referred to as “pigment transfer.” The term “transfer” refers to the
transfer of the pigmented gelatin from a temporary support to another
support surface on which the image is developed. The transfer procedure was patented by Swan in 1864 and was the major innovation
that led to carbon printing as we know it today. There are some lesser
known direct carbon processes such as Fresson in which no transfer of
the pigmented gelatin takes place.
The making of a carbon print begins with a sheet of “carbon tissue.”
The tissue is a smooth layer of pigmented gelatin coated and dried on
a sheet of flexible material. The use of the term “tissue” is an anachronism which probably has its origin in the fact that the paper backing of
the material was disposed of, like a tissue, after use.
The carbon tissue is made light sensitive by coating it with a solution
of dichromate which it absorbs. When dry, a negative of the same size
as the final print is placed in contact with the sensitized carbon tissue,
and exposed with a light source rich in UV light. This causes the gelatin to harden directly in proportion to negative densities, i.e. the tissue
is hardened more in the shadows than in the highlights.

In figures A and B, this diagram of the single transfer process shows the
relationship between negative densities and the hardening of the pigmented gelatin from the surface of the tissue downward. In figure C, the
surface of the tissue is mated with the final support. In the development
bath, the temporary support is stripped away and the soluble gelatin is
allowed to dissolve, leaving the carbon relief on the final support as shown
in figure D.

After exposure the tissue is soaked briefly in cool water, then squeegeed
into contact with another support, usually paper. The sandwich of tissue and support is allowed to rest for about 30 minutes. The sandwich
is then transferred to a tray of water at about 104° Fahrenheit (40°
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Celsius) for development. Once the pigmented gelatin has begun to
melt the tissue is peeled from the support and discarded. The unhardened gelatin slowly washes away from the support leaving the relief
image.
The carbon relief is then allowed to dry. In the process referred to as
“single transfer” the carbon relief is on its final support after the first
transfer and the print is complete. In the “double transfer” process, the
carbon relief is transferred a second time to its final support. Double
transfer is used to reverse the horizontal orientation of the image or in
procedures involving multi-layered prints.
Once the carbon relief is on it’s final support it is allowed to dry, residual dichromate is cleared from the print, and it is ready to be prepared
for presentation.
In summary, the major steps in making a carbon print
are:
1. Make carbon printing tissues and prepare final supports.
2. Sensitize the tissue with a dichromate solution and allow it to dry.
3. Expose the sensitized carbon tissue by contact printing it with a
negative using a light source rich in ultraviolet light.
4. After exposure, soak the exposed carbon tissue in water and then
squeegee the tissue onto a paper or other suitable support. Cover the
sandwich of tissue and support with a sheet of glass, and leave it undisturbed for about 20-30 minutes.
5. Transfer the sandwich of tissue and support to a tray of warm water
and develop the relief by washing away the insoluble gelatin. This is
the final step for single transfer.
6. For double transfer, allow the image on the temporary plastic support to dry and then transfer it a second time to its final support.

Sidewalk. Philip Schwartz. Carbon print
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